RESOURCES FOR
AT-HOME LEARNING (6-12)
Please review resources with the
Nova Scotia Bias Evaluation Instrument
before using them with your students.
cbc.ca/kidsnews/
CBC Kids is “real news for real kids.” It is a
trusted daily source for the news, pop culture,
and sports stories that Canadian kids can read,
watch, listen to, and explore! Also check out
CBC's website Curio.ca for at-home learning.

Commonsensemedia.org

Common Sense Media rates movies, TV shows, books,
and more. It offers a large library of independent agebased ratings and reviews. It provides a comprehensive
digital citizenship curriculum plus other resources like
educational technology reviews. The Kids Action section
“advocates for access to quality technology and digital
platforms built with young users in mind”.

GetEPIC.com
Epic! is an online and app based digital library
containing thousands of digital books, audio-books,
read-to-me books. It contains a classroom suite
where teachers can create leveled book collections,
virtual classrooms and assessments and guided
reading supports.

Flipgrid.com
Flipgrid is a video discussion platform where
students upload short videos to share with their
class. All the videos are together on one grid which
the teacher and class can view.

Listenwise.com
Listenwise is collection of podcasts and public radio
stories that connect students to real world issues while
building critical listening skills. “Listening Links” a
quick way for students to access audio clips from their
own device. Click the "Share Audio" button and
distribute to students via text , email or the Google
Classroom.

MyNelson.com
MyNelson provides access to a variety of

Nelson Literacy resources for Grades 7 and 8
(Username: NS48 / Password: NelsonNS123)

and Grades 9 and 10.

(Username: NS912 / Password: NelsonNS123)
Access will be free until June 30, 2020.

Newsela.com
Newsela is a news site which can be sorted by topic
and allows for adjustment of reading levels for
students. Teachers can create assessments based
on texts and also create collections of texts around
a topic or outcome. Teachers can also adjust the
reading levels of each individual article to support
students .

TeenBookCloud.com

TeenBookCloud is an online collections of ebooks,
enhanced novels, graphic novels, videos and audio
books, which offers students and adults of all reading
levels access to an amazing range of content.
(Username: tumble2020 / Password: A3b5c6)
Access is free until June 30, 2020.

Nova Scotia DoEECD E-Learning Support
The E-Learning Support site has been developed to
provide resources to Nova Scotia teachers as they
continue to support rich, inclusive learning
opportunities for their students from P-12 in both
familiar and new ways.

